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“Replace the fear of the unknown with curiosity.” ~ Author Unknown 

Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter August 2018 Newsletter. We are having another             
fun-filled summer with great riding alongside great friends. My name is Glenn Lynch, and I               
generate the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s Newsletter. I would appreciate your help with            
articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous information that our motorcycle community should be            
aware of. I am open to your ideas, and would like to know what you would want to see in our                     
newsletter. This newsletter is for our chapter community, and I would love for the community to                
help me in this endeavor. Please e-mail me at panhead_48@comcast.net with anything you             
would like to be included in the next newsletter which will be coming in the late summer. 
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President’s View 

President’s View  
 
It’s hard to believe that more than half of the summer is gone! Many of our Chapter members                  
have been involved in Chapter related activities, and just riding and enjoying their old bikes.               
Personally, I have had a few issues with some of my old bikes like: Why did the bike just quit?                    
Why won’t it shift into fourth gear? Why won’t the headlight work? What is that clicking sound?                 
Does this sound familiar? Yes, we have all been there. Isn’t that what makes owning old bikes                 
interesting, and why we love them? Most modern bikes never experience the above problems.              
Now I have to solve these problems, hopefully with a few cuss words or just,”Damn old bikes!” 
 
After sitting in my garage for 10 years, I decided to take my original 1936 BSA Y13 to the                   
Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix Bike Show in Schenley Park sponsored by the Ohio Valley BSA               
Owners Club. Since the bike hadn’t been started since I acquired it, I thought this would be a                  
good place to start it again since several experienced BSA owners would be present. To the                
surprise of everyone present, the bike started on the second kick and ran smoothly. An 82 year                 
old motorcycle operating like it was new. That is a real tribute to the previous owners who                 
obviously loved this old machine to have kept it in such original and operating condition. Next                
test for the bike is the road after replacing the original horsehair filled seat which would be                 
destroyed by riding the bike. The original seat can always be replaced. Incidentally, the original               
Y13 scored 99 points in AMCA judging at Wauseon. Neat! 
 
I am pleased to report the Chapter AMCA National Road Run Committee met July 26 at the                 
Antiochian Village, the site of our Chapter sponsored National Road Run June 9-13, 2019. We               
had a tour of the facility, and our hosts were very gracious and enthused about our Road Run.                  
The committee then held a meeting at the facility, and discussed all the aspects of the road run                  
including a budget, routes, meals, Ligonier bike show, etc. Since our Chapter has sponsored              
three AMCA National Road Runs in the past, the Committee is relying on our collective               
experience in planning the 2019 Road Run. That means relying on the Ligonier Chamber of               
Commerce, and the Laurel Highlands Tourist Bureau, to help us with the logistics of a bike show                 
on the Ligonier diamond and providing local information (restaurants, sights, etc.) to our Road              
Run participants. Please mark your calendars and reserve your vacation time so you can              
participate as Chapters members on the road run. 
 
Please note, we will be changing the date of our Fall ride to Sunday, October 7 because of an                   
invitation we received from the Lincoln Highway Museum which recently opened and is located              
on Route 30 East between Latrobe and Ligonier. I took a tour of the museum which will open                  
soon, and I was very much impressed with the layout and exhibits. It even has a restored diner                  



under roof which serves pie and coffee! If the weather permits later in October, we can have our                  
traditional Fall ride October 20 to view the colorful leaves. 
 
Thanks to all our volunteers who keep the Chapter viable and interesting. Please remember to               
bring a friend who has an interest in old bikes to our Fall Chapter meeting on November 3. And,                   
don’t forget the grandchildren. They will be the future of the AMCA and our Chapter. 
 
Ride Safe and stay cool. 
 
Richard 
724-861-4681 
rspagnolli@aol.com 
 

 
All original 1936 BSA Y13 won Best in Show at the Ohio Valley BSA Owners Club Rally on                  
August 5, 2018. Note five foot trophy! Where do you put something that big? 
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Board Members 
  
Board Members: 
 
Richard Spagnolli, President 
rspagnolli@aol.com 
  
Todd Mickinak, Vice President 
tmick55@gmail.com 
 
JoAnn Spagnolli, Secretary 
 
Joe Baird, Treasurer 
Baird.jp@gmail.com 
 
Jason Zerbini, Event Coordinator 
jzriv@windstream.net 
 
Bill Hubert, Director 
vntge@zoominternet.net 
 
Glenn Lynch, Newsletter Editor 
panhead_48@comcast.net 
 
Justin DeRiggi, Director 
Uscgjman11@aol.com 
 
Gary Palombia, Webmaster 
webkahuna@amcaamc.com 
 
 

Allan Osterwise Butler County Run 
 
We would like to thank Allan and his wife, Shirley, for sponsoring this Butler County Ride to the                  
Allegheny Grille in Foxburg, Pennsylvania. The starting point was Allan’s beautiful home in             
Evans City which sits on 50 acres of gorgeous countryside that allowed for plenty of trailer                
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parking. He provided us with coffee and bottles of water to hydrate for our event. Thank you                 
Allan for opening up your home to us, and offering us refreshments. 
 
After multiple mistaken weatherman on site, we decided to head out on a ride with the maps                 
showing 80% chance of rain. I would have said 100% chance of rain, but I kept hearing we had                   
a perfect “window of opportunity” to ride. Well, with this “Window of Opportunity” who needs               
to put on a rainsuit? Listening to my weatherman, I did not use my rain gear. “The window”                  
allowed for all of us to get our bikes to the end of his driveway! I was cursing myself out that I                      
did not use my rainsuit. The rain never stopped until we hit the Allegheny Grille, when                
suddenly, when sheltered from the weather, the sky became clear and sunny once again giving us                
false hope for our ride back. We almost made it back to Allan’s home, but with only a few miles                    
to go, we hit a terrible storm. Learning from the trip to the Grille, despite my buddies telling me                   
I don’t need to, I did use my rainsuit for the return trip. I was able to laugh a bit when returning                      
to Allan’s fairly dry, but I can’t say that for a few other optimistic riders. Enough about the rain.                   
Even though we had rain, that is what motorcycling is all about. We ride in good weather and in                   
bad weather. Even riding in bad weather provides us memories and stories I would never give                
up. Despite the weather, we all had fun, laughed, and had a great time. The ten hardy soles that                   
showed up will have stories for a lifetime. 
 
The route, altered a bit due to weather, was still absolutely wonderful. I especially loved riding                
on route 528. The canopy of the trees and the countryside was absolutely beautiful. I can’t say I                  
have been on to many roads that beat 528. I think I could ride this road every week and never                    
tire of it. 
 
I knew when we turned onto Route 268, we were not far from a delicious lunch at the Allegheny                   
Grille. Route 268 runs along the Allegheny River, and is a beautiful road as well. It has                 
spectacular views of the Allegheny River. As great as the views were, I was glad to get to the                   
Allegheny Grille knowing I would get a great meal while drying out and warming up a bit. We                  
all enjoyed beautiful views of the river from the restaurant as the sun was finally peeking out for                  
the day.  It’s always fun to hang out with fellow riders. 
 
After a quick gas stop, and Willie finally getting his bike started, we began out on a longer route                   
home to Allan’s house. Once again, zig zagging through the countryside, hills, and mountains of               
Western Pennsylvania.  It does not get any better than that. 
 
Once returning to Allan’s home, he had cold beer and drinks waiting for us. Funny how once                 
again, when our gang is off the road, the sun came out. 
 



Thank you Allan for hosting this ride for our club! I also want to thank the ten hardy bikers that                    
participated in Allan’s ride. The Allegheny Mountain Chapter truly appreciates your dedication            
to antique motorcycle riding! 
 

 
Bikes are dry at this point. 
 
 

 
Willie and John discussing the weather. 



 

 
Al packing up, not believing the “Window of Opportunity”. 
 
 

 
Discussing the “Window of Opportunity”. 
 



 
 
 

 
Warming up and filling up. 

 
Bikes dying off too. 



 

 
Ready for round two. 
 
 

 
That day, I wish I had a windshield. 
 



 
Drying off, AGAIN. 
 

Z & M 50th Anniversary 
 
I was not in attendance for this event; however, Curt Poole summarized the Z & M 50th                 
Anniversary event on Saturday, June 2, 2018 as follows:  
 
“THANK YOU! Z & M has expressed their appreciation to Allegheny Mountain Chapter             
for taking part in their 50 Year Anniversary. Changes were made Saturday morning, we              
were moved to the front of the building. We had 26 bikes in our lineup, and quite a few of                    
our members provided bikes for the Z & M 50 year lineup of bikes inside the building.” 
 

 



Hudson Valley Catskill Chapter Road Run 
 
The Hudson Valley Catskill Chapter Road Run was June 10-13, 2018. The Allegheny Mountain              
Chapter was represented at the Catskill Chapter Road Run very well with 9 members attending.               
Representatives from our Chapter were, Ed Valentovish, Dave Leukhardt, Bill Hubert, John            
Harvey, John Firetto, James Graulty, Ron Stillwagon, Jerry Christ and myself, Glenn Lynch.  

Our hosting hotel, Riedlbauer’s Resort in Roundtop, New York, looked like a German Chalet. It               
was set back in the woods, and was a very peaceful setting for our stay. 

 

Opening night was a dinner at the resort which was outstanding. It was german food, desserts                
and german beer. The next morning started off with a hefty breakfast to get us started for a great                   
day of riding.  

The first day of riding took us up thru, and out of, Roundtop and into the Catskill Mountains.                  
The roads had elevation changes, twists, and turns. I would say it was every motorcyclist’s               
dream to ride these roads. 



 
You can see for miles and miles. 

 
Glenn, Dave, Ed, Bill, John, Jim, Jerry enjoying the view of the Catskill Mountains. 



We continued riding thru the mountain to the Hudson Whiskey Distillery. At the Hudson              
Whiskey Distillery, we took a tour, and participated in a taste testing session. 

 

Jerry, Glenn, Bill, John, Ron, Jim, Ed and I taste testing six different, absolutely delicious,               
whiskeys. 



 
Every man’s dream, a beautiful girl and a bottle of whiskey. 



After a big lunch at the Village Market and Eatery, and on our way back to the resort, we did hit                     
a little bit of construction which forced us to break as to prevent our old bikes from overheating.                  
They were repaving a section of road which had traffic backed up 3-4 miles. We managed to                 
stop at an ice cream place to cool our “human engines” off for a little bit too. 

 

Once the traffic was moving again, we went looking for a gas station. It was a few miles off of                    
our normal route. Retracing our steps back to our route, my bike stalls. Jerry and I were the last                   
two bikes. No one knew we weren’t behind them. Once Jerry and I get my bike started and back                   
on the road, none of our group was in sight. Not having a map or cell phone service, we were                    
lost. The group got back to the hotel around 5:00 p.m. Jerry and I arrived back around 9:00 p.m.                   
How we made it back home without a map or cell service was a miracle...no man knows how to                   
ask for directions. This time, I didn’t mind being lost. We were on some spectacular roads with                 
out of this world scenery. 



Day two, started out with a great breakfast at the resort. We went on a beautiful ride which led                   
to the Kaaterskill Falls. The Kaaterskill Falls are a 230 foot drop from top to bottom. Believe it                  
or not, during the 1800’s there was a hotel that could board 50 visitors at the top of the falls. 

 



 



 



After the falls and riding for a few hours in upstate New York, we stopped at the Prattsville                  
Diner for lunch. While in the diner we noticed a toy that resembled someone in our group. Can                  
you guess who? 

 
Jerry and his twin. 



After lunch, we headed back onto the twisting mountain roads home. 

Day three, again started with a perfect breakfast provided by our resort; however, the weather               
was not as perfect as our breakfast. The day started off damp, but it wasn’t a total washout.                  
During breakfast it was raining. After breakfast, the rain looked like it would be letting up, so                 
we decided to put on our rain gear and head out for the day. 

 



 

We didn’t see the sun to often this day, but managed to get a whole day of riding in, between                    
showers hear and there.  Everyone managed to make it back to the hotel safe and sound. 

 



 

This fellow came from California riding an antique car and trailering an antique motorcycle. My               
hero. 

Overall the Hudson Valley Catskill Chapter Road Run was a memorable and fun experience for               
everyone!  So glad I participated in this event. 

James Graulty Racoon Creek Run 
 
Jim’s run took place on Saturday, June 30, 2018. We had 15 bikes that attended. We met at                  
Racoon State Park for a ride through the West Virginia Panhandle, on a beautiful sunny day                
(which has been hard to find this summer with all the rain.) 

Leaving Racoon State Park heading into West Virginia, we traveled on some beautiful mountain              
roads with plenty of twists and turns. Our first stop was Oglebay Park on the outskirts of                 
Wheeling, West Virginia. As usual on a beautiful day, the park was in full swing. Lots of                 



people walking, running, playing, swimming, and just enjoying the amazing park on a warm,              
sunny day.  

After our brief stop, we continued on to the Bull Pen Rustic Inn located in Avella, Pennsylvania                 
for a delicious lunch. The Bull Pen Rustic Inn allowed us to preorder, making the service                
outstanding and quick. I had the bacon cheeseburger, and by the look of my shirt after lunch, it                  
was juicy and delicious! Not one bad comment among the group! Everyone had a fantastic               
lunch, and enjoyed the restaurant greatly.  The company wasn’t all bad either. 

After hydrating and filling our bellies, we head back to Racoon State Park. On our way back,                 
and only a few miles from our ending point, Ron Stillwagon had electrical difficulty with his                
bike. During the ride, a few cars had separated our group. Ron and Jerry Christ were trailing.                 
Our group was unaware that Ron was having difficulty. Thanks to Jerry’s help, Ron got his bike                 
back up and running, and made it home safely as we were all back enjoying the park. Inside                  
joke...no one left behind. 

The Allegheny Mountain Chapter would like to thank Jim for sponsoring this ride. Anyone who               
has sponsored a ride knows the time and effort put into it. From everyone riding that day, a big                   
thank you! 

 
A beautiful and shady meeting spot. 



 

 
Jim trying to get the crew together. 

 
Waiting for all our riding friends. 



 
Todd looking over Dave’s beautiful Indian Motorcycle.  Is there a problem? 

 
A few young lads trying to solve life’s problems. 



 
On the road to happiness. 

 
Could not have had a better riding day. 



 

First resting point, Oglebay Park. 

 
We even had a Henderson show up. 



 

 
Enjoying the shade on a hot day at Oglebay Park. 

 
Ed and Dave gassing up. 



 
Jason and Rhonda ready to go. According to Jason, they were patiently waiting for “The               
Panheads” to start. 

 
Indian Rider Dave not riding. 



 
Parking lot of the Bull Pen Rustic Inn. 

 
Good Time, Good Friends! 



Curt Poole Hawg City Salvage 
 
Curt’s ride took place on Saturday, July 7, 2018. I am sorry I missed this run, but from what I                    
hear, it was a great road run.  I will give you the details straight from Curt: 

“We left Donegal at 8:30 AM with 14 bikes. Weather was cool, but clear and beautiful.                
Traveled Rt 30 and 31 to Chambersburg. The road was in good shape, all the way. Crawled                 
up all the Mountains, took all the twists and bends. What Fun! Had two short stops, and                 
arrived at Dan's Place at 11:20 AM. What a host! He was happy to have us. (Cookies and                  
Drinks). Proud to show us his collection. Talk about Knuckleheads, 13 of them. Some              
restored, some original with dirt, dust, grease, and rust. Probably more than 25 or more               
Panheads. I think every year of Shovels. Many Flatheads, and on and on. Many, many               
signs and toys. What a day! Late Lunch, and came home with wonderful twisty roads.               
Back at Donegal at 6:30PM”.  
 
According to Curt, apparently Vince Willochell’s modern Road King would not start the             
morning of the ride so he took his 1950 panhead, and Vince ended up getting the prize for the                   
oldest bike.  Congrats! 
 

 



 

 
 

 



 
 

  
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 



 
 

AMCA Wauseon Swap Meet 
The AMCA Wauseon Swap Meet was held July 20-22, 2018. This was my first time attending                
the Wauseon Swap Meet in Wauseon, Ohio. It was bigger than I expected with vendors,               
motorcycles, and parts as far as you can see. Thursday started as a beautiful day, but rain was in                   
the forecast. Come Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, we were dodging raindrops... a theme             
throughout this newsletter. 

 



 

 

 
An old golf cart converted into a swap meet mobile. 



 
How in the world do you drive a bike like this? 

 
Curt’s corner. 

 



Upcoming Events / Save the Date 
 
Paul Greenwood – Saturday, August 4, 2018 
Mercer Bikes, Bands, Brews Show.  Details to follow. 
 
Traditional Fall Ride – Saturday, October 13, 2018 
Details to follow. 
 
Fall Meeting – Saturday, November 3, 2018 
Details to follow. 
 
Christmas Party – Saturday, December 1, 2018 
Details to follow. 
 

AMCA 2018 National Road Runs / Save the Date 
 
Driftless Chapter National Road Run – September 4-6 
Onalaska, WI 
 
Black Hills Chapter National Road Run – September 12-14 
Deadwood, SD 
 
 

AMCA 2018 National Meets / Save the Date 

Yankee Chapter National Meet - August 3-4 
Terryville, CT 
 
Australia Chapter Meet – August 24-26 
Bulli, Australia 
 
Chesapeake Chapter National Meet – September 28-29 
Jefferson, PA 
 
 
 



Membership 
 
Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.               
Post events on you Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We              
encourage all our members to be active within our organization. 
 
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts             
with your Facebook friends. 

 

 
 

Allegheny Mountain Chapter 
Wants You! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Two Cents Worth from Panhead Paul 
 
The Unspoken Linkert Rule 
 
I would like to talk about the Linkert carburetor used on Harley Davidson and Indian               
Motorcycles. As we know, running a Linkert carb on our American motorcycles can have an               
occasional problem while running down the the road. A problem that wasn't there the last time                
you rode it which can be frustrating. She's spitting, sputtering, and backfiring, and after looking               
in the tank to see if she's running out of fuel, you find she's got plenty of gas. What do you do?                      
Unfortunately, some people start turning those little fuel adjustment knobs on top the carb and to                
no avail. It doesn't fix the problem. I find that 9 out of 10 times it's not the carburetor at all that's                      
the problem much less the fuel adjustment knobs. Once those fuel adjustments are made, they               
don't go out of adjustment unless your little toddler has been playing with them. More than                
likely, it an electrical problem. First, I would check the points adjustment, then replace the               
condenser, and spark plugs (you should carry those parts in your tool kit), then the battery, and                 
battery connections. Then check for shorts in the fuse holder, timer wire or distributor, wiring               
terminal block, and coil. Then test your coil. I keep a proven good coil handy just for testing.                  
Then let's go to the fuel system. Clean out the fuel strainer, and check for good fuel flow. Then                   
after all that, remove the carburetor float bowl. Clean out the crud, and check your float to make                  
sure it's opening and closing properly and not worn to the point where the float is hanging up                  
inside the bowl. Check your float pivot arm too for excessive play. Okay, by now, hopefully you                 
have diagnosed the problem. I'm sorry if I sound critical, but I have seen the type of problem                  
come in to my shop often enough, and the first thing I ask is "Did you try re-adjusting the                   
carburetor fuel adjustment knobs?" And, the answer is usually yes. Now that means more time               
will be needed to get the carburetor correctly adjusted so as to not cause damage to your motor                  
from a lean fuel jet adjustment and burn a valve. I hope I have shed a little light on problem                    
solving some common difficulties with your motorcycle.  
 
"Happy Motor'n"  
 
Yours Truly,  
Panhead Paul 

 



 
 
Member’s Adventures 
 
The Allegheny Mountain Chapter would like to wish Tom Banks, his brother George, and              
Paul Greenwood a safe, successful journey across the United States. Tom and his crew are               
participating in the 2018 Cannonball Run that starts in Portland, Maine and finishes in              
Portland, Oregon. Everyone that has ridden these motorcycles knows they can be a challenge,              
and riding from coast to coast will be an amazing feat. Please follow Tom and his crew on                  
the the 2018 Cannonball Run Website http://motorcyclecanonnball.com. 
 

 
 
Each month I would love for a member to share their “on the road” stories! Make us laugh, cry,                   
or be envious of your adventures. If you have a story to share, please e-mail me at                 
glennplynch@gmail.com so I can include your story. 
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Tech Tip: Transmission Rebuild 
 
 
Submitted by Dave Leukhardt 
 
 
Last month, our fellow chapter member Joe Ferri, contacted me with some bad news. While               
changing the transmission lubricant in his gorgeous green 1947 Chief, some needle bearing             
fragments were stuck to his magnetic drain plug.  
 
I was familiar with some people's use of Torrington type needle bearings instead of the solid                
bronze bushings for the Indian transmission countershaft. This substitution looks great on paper,             
but these bearings only have a drawn or pressed steel cup holding the tiny needles, and they just                  
don't hold up to the "crash" box shifting. Unfortunately, the guy that did Joe's transmission               
didn't get the memo. Otherwise, the transmission assembly looked great. His assembly was             
spot-on, but the parts failed.  
 
The Indian Chief transmission can be completely rebuilt without removal from the motorcycle.             
Access to the internals is available through the primary case, the transmission top, and the right                
side of the bike once the chain guard and kicker mechanism are removed.  
 
Working at Joe's place was a pleasure. We all know that Joe is a friendly man and great host, but                    
did you know that he used to be a Snap On Tool representative? His shop is also outfitted with                   
phenomenal tools, a parts cleaner, an air compressor with all the accessories, and even a sturdy                
bike lift. I only had to bring my specific Indian tools, some home made and others from Ed                  
Glasgow (www.edsindianbolts.com).  
 
Joe's heat gun helped get the nuts and bolts loose that had been loctited. A nut on the mainshaft                   
holding the clutch hub has left hand threads. Although the transmission was full of needle               
bearing debris, the countershaft was not seized to the cluster gear. This can happen when the                
bearings or bushings fail and that requires a plasma cutter to get everything out. In addition, the                 
steel bearing cups and the fragile keyway that hold the countershaft in the transmission case were                
all preserved.  
 
I had planned to use standard Indian style bushings in the cluster gear for the rebuild. This                 
requires a press fit and the honing or reaming the bushings for 0.002 inch clearance on the new                  
countershaft. I also trim the bushings to achieve the proper endplay and avoid thrust washers               
that are difficult to position. I can do this at home with an adjustable reamer, but Dick                 



Stemmler's O&S machine shop in Latrobe does a better job of centering everything using a lathe                
for honing.  
  
Joe had a better idea.  He ordered a roller bearing conversion from Kiwi Indian.  
 
http://www.kiwiindian.com/index.php/shop-indian-motorcycle-parts/indian-motorcycle-engine-p
arts/transmission 
 
http://www.kiwiindian.com/index.php/shop-indian-motorcycle-parts/roller-bearing-upgrade-kit 
 
These bearings are much stronger than needle bearings and no machine work is required. We               
did have to use thrust washers to get the endplay correct and super glue held them in position                  
during assembly. Dear friends, measuring countershaft and main shaft endplay and the puzzle             
like sequence of the gear assembly is tedious work, and I won't bore you with the details. Joe                  
had me watch the Mike Tomas of Kiwi Indian youtube transmission assembly video. Joe's 25               
lbs cat made sure I didn't try to loot the office or bar when Joe wandered off. Mike's video was                    
quite good. I found it amusing that he turned off the video during the tough parts of the                  
assembly.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HK06bLXYDE  
 
Joe reports that the transmission is working great. I think that it will be safe to ride with Joe on                    
future runs. If you have any interest in learning more about this project or need help with your                  
Chief, just contact us.  joeystheedge1@yahoo.com or indianriderdave@yahoo.com 
 
 
 
Thank you Dave for providing our membership with this useful Tech Tip! Do you have a tip you                  
would like to share? Please send them to Glenn Lynch at glennplynch@gmail.com to be              
included in our next newsletter. 
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Member Article 
 
Submitted by Nicole Lynch 
 

“Dead Red” Laws 
  
Most motorcyclists have experienced the frustration of sitting at a red light in the middle of the                 
night waiting for the light to change, but it never does. Now you are sitting there wondering                 
what to do.  
  
Many riders have experienced problems with inductive loop sensors (a type of in-roadway             
sensor) detecting their motorcycles. Essentially, with the loop’s structure, only metal masses            
above a certain size are capable of triggering the relay.  This prevents “false positive” triggers. 
 

 
  
Those rectangular or round markings you see in the pavement at stop lights are actually sensors                
that let the signals know when someone is waiting. 
  
There are some things you can do to help “trigger” these sensors.  
1. Stop your motorcycle with the wheels lined up with one of the cuts in the pavement which                  
will put the maximum possible amount of conductive material on the wire loop. 
2.    Move forward and hand signal the vehicle behind you to move inside the sensor loop. 
3.    You can buy magnets that attach to the bottom of a motorcycle that may help trip the sensor. 
4.    Lowering your kickstand directly onto the coil may help as well.  



Having motorcycles stuck at red lights is a safety hazard. For example, having riders cut across                
multiple lanes of traffic to change direction because the light will not change to allow them to                 
proceed on their original route. Also, at night when visibility is limited, it is not safe for                 
motorcyclists to be sitting stopped in the road. They could be hit from behind by a distracted                 
driver.  
  
Have no fear, the voices of motorcyclists are becoming heard. Some states are recognizing this               
as an issue, and have instituted “Dead Red” laws to help out motorcyclists. Basically, these laws                
allow a motorcyclist who has not been detected by a sensor to run the light legally. 
  
But with everything else in life, for every good there is a bad… If a driver goes through a red                    
light, they have the burden to prove it was malfunctioning. In most cases, if the motorcyclist                
would cause an accident, they will be at fault. This is NOT a free pass to run red lights.                   
Intersections are the most dangerous areas on the road for motorcyclists. Make sure if you are in                 
a state that allows drivers to proceed through a malfunctioning red light, you do so safely.  
  
These “Dead Red” laws vary by state! Do NOT use my research as a “go ahead” to run red                   
lights. YOU will need to research the laws in your own state and be sure YOU understand ALL                  
the details of the law. Contact your local Department of Motor Vehicles for further information.               
I have given you a BRIEF OVERVIEW of the “Dead Red” law in each state. My research is                  
from the internet, and I will not be responsible for false information. Knowing driving laws falls                
on the shoulders of the operator. These laws are only for inductive loop sensor lights that are                 
malfunctioning or not reading your presence. In the states that allow the “Dead Red” laws, the                
traffic light is treated like a stop sign. Again, be aware that the laws are different in each state                   
and learning the details of the law falls upon your shoulders as the operator of the vehicle.  
  

Arkansas Effective since 2005, motorcyclists are 
allowed to “proceed with caution”. 

Georgia The “Motorcycle Mobility Safety Act” 
details you are allowed after a “reasonable” 
wait. 

Idaho Allowed after one cycle of the signal light 
since 2006. 

Illinois Allowed after a 2 minute wait (except in 
Chicago) since 2012. 



Indiana Allowed after a 2 minute wait since 2014. 

Kansas Allowed after a “reasonable” wait (except 
in Wichita). 

Kentucky As of July 2015, the law will allow you to 
cross after 2 minutes or 2 full cycles of the 
signal light. 

Minnesota Motorcycle driver has “an affirmative 
defense” after an “unreasonable” time 
period if the signal has failed to detect the 
arrival of the bicycle or motorcycle and 
crossing will not cause an immediate 
hazard since 2002. 

Missouri Motorcycle driver has “an affirmative 
defense” after waiting an “unreasonable” 
time period as of 2009. 

Nevada Allowed after two cycles of the signal as of 
October 1, 2013. 

North Carolina Allowed after a 3 minute wait as of 2007. 

Ohio New law allows drivers to go through red 
lights when the light is not functioning 
properly.  A revision includes situations 
where the traffic light may be working, but 
the vehicle detector has failed to detect the 
presence of a vehicle.  

Oklahoma Allowed since 2010. 

Oregon As of January 2016, the law allows you to 
proceed with caution after one full cycle of 
the signal light. 

Pennsylvania Allowed since September 2016 when the 
“Ride on Red” law went into effect which 
allows drivers to exercise “due care”. 



South Carolina Allowed after a 2 minute wait since 2008. 

Tennessee Allowed “when safe” since 2003. 

Utah Allowed after 90 seconds. 

Virginia Allowed after two cycles of the signal or 2 
minutes since 2011. 

Washington Allowed after one cycle of the signal. 

Wisconsin Allowed after 45 seconds since 2006. 

Wyoming Allowed after 45 seconds. 

  
My concern for traffic signals not detecting motorcyclists, and the dangerous environment that             
can create, not only for the motorcycle rider but other motorists as well, prompted my research.                
You may agree with these “Dead Red” laws, or, you may have concerns about them. I don’t                 
have an opinion either way, and I am not going to give you my thoughts on the matter.                  
However, I will say, when my kids were little and learning to cross the street, we taught them to                   
Stop, Look, and Listen. As elementary as this sounds, those same elements apply when driving.               
Be safe out on the road. 
  
  
Member’s Showcased Motorcycles 
 
Showcased motorcycles from Dave Leukhardt: 
 

Dave Leukhardt 
 
After being asked by the editor to submit a description of one of my Indians, I decided that I'd                   
tell you not just about my 1936 Pony Scout, but also tell you my background.  
 
I am a second generation Indian enthusiast. The attached photos show my Uncle Bill on his                
1913 Indian that eventually ended up at the Cycle Den, and my Dad's rare 1942 Sport Scout he                  
rode after returning from piloting a B17 in WWII. My Dad's passion turned to collecting horse                
drawn equipment, but Uncle Bill stuck with motorcycles.  
 



 
 

 



 
 
My Aunt & Uncle spent many days in the ‘60s and ‘70s traveling back roads in the tristate area                   
in an Econoline. They would stop at gas stations and barber shops asking about antique               
collectors, or anyone with old motorcycles in the area, much like the Pickers portray on their TV                 
show. That's how this Pony Scout was discovered near the Grand Canyon of PA. Other               
motorcycles were in the barn which I wish my Uncle would have bought. I think Dr. Earl                 
Chalfant ended up getting an Ace from the immigrant farmer. Only one photo of the bike in its                  
original condition is available. I have copies of letters my Uncle sent out searching for parts.                
The wheels came from his friend, T.A. Hodgdon, an Indian dealer from Florida and one of the                 
four AMCA founders. Uncle Bill did all of the mechanicals, including casting and machining              
his own pistons. I can remember staring at that Warbonnet tank decal when I was eye level with                  
it.  Indians have been my lifelong passion.  
 
 

 
 



 
 
When I got the bike in the ‘90s, I was planning to take it all apart for a repaint. It started on the                       
7th kick after many years of storage. Fortunately, I met Rocky Halter, and he explained the                
rarity of the motorcycle. Had I painted it, "It would be like welding up the Liberty Bell",                 
according to Rocky. I instead cleaned it as much as possible, soaked the sheet metal in 50                 
weight oil, and then reassembled carefully using clothing dryer cloth insulated wire for a              
somewhat authentic appearance. I rode the bike often for several years, but it has been in my                 
dining room since moving here in 2007. The bike has been referenced often for restoration of                
other Ponies by people as far away as Washington state. Just like the 35 Chief it shares space                  
with, I am sure it would fire up with new fluids and a battery.  

 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 
Thank you to Dave for taking the time to share his story with us!! 
 
Do you have a story you would like to share?  If so, please e-mail me at 
glennplynch@gmail.com.  I would love to put your story in the next newsletter. 

Safe Riding 

● Each rider should have full use of his or her lane.  
● There should be a two-second minimum following distance to allow each rider to be              

responsible for their own responses to potential threats and hazards. 
● Each rider is responsible for reading the road environment and responding according to             

their own riding comfort level and skill.  Travel at the pace you are comfortable.  
● When road hazards arise, a responsible rider will signal to the motorcycles behind them.              

This chain must continue to the very last rider, so ALL are aware. Use hand signals to                 
communicate. 

mailto:glennplynch@gmail.com


● Avoid side-by-side formations.  Ride single file and staggered. 
● Prior to the ride, sponsors must make ALL rider’s aware of any dangerous road              

conditions, curves, intersections, or blind spots. All sponsors should take into           
consideration their least experienced rider in the group. 

● Be prepared. Arrive with a full tank of gas. Have on hand your fully-charged cell phone,                
bike tools, first-aid kits and any other necessities. 

● Motorcycles with side-cars or vehicles tagging along should ride at the end of the group. 

 

Fun Fact 

A Guinness World Record was set on September 9, 2010 for the fastest land speed on a                 
motorcycle. Rocky Robinson set the record at the Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah. Robinson, riding              
his Top Oil-Ack Attack (designed by Mike Akatiff), achieved an average speed of 605.697 km/h               
(376.363 mi/h) over one measured kilometer (0.6 miles). 
 

 



 

Just for Grins 

 

 
 

 
Quote for Thought 
 
“If you don’t ride in the rain, you don’t ride.” ~Anonymous 


